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all the while, the proud boys have remained staunchly opposed to racism and bigotry. the group
routinely condemns those who hold hateful views, although they refuse to condemn the most
notorious figures and systems of oppression. for example, after the neo-nazi rally in charlottesville in
2017, the proud boys condemned the “ murderous thugs” in the crowd. their response to the “unite
the right” rally in june 2016 in charlottesville, which left one woman dead, was to post a video saying
they’re not racist. they said they believe that black lives matter is “a marketing effort to undermine
capitalism.” the proud boys have regularly attacked anti-fascists. they wear elaborate faces masks at
their events to conceal their identities. the fbi has asked mcinnes to return his background
investigation file to them, after he refused to divulge his contact information. the vast majority of
proud boys at proud boys events or in private conversations seem to be doing it for the lulz—for the
rush they say it brings to the front-line. hes as a journalist, hes a comedian, hes a celebrity-
influencer, hes the founder of vice, the part of his job he loves. theres not a legitimate reason for
somebody to want to be a part of the proud boys, yet hes got at least 40 proud boy chapters, outside
of the new york chapter, hes one of the more prominent men in the country, and hes also one of the
more outlandish. his worldview, hailing from a one percent-ruled white-supremacist movement, is
strange enough on its own. but combined with the friendship, camaraderie, and business
opportunities the network offers, hes a kind of national-media brand ambassador, helping provide a
safe haven for those who are seeking validation from the preeminent conservative fringe.
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